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Phonemic Awareness
Isolate Initial Phonemes
Use Phonemic Awareness Routine 1. Hold up the 
picture side of Picture Card moon. Say:
• This is a moon. Say the word with me: moon.

• Listen carefully as I say the word again: moon. 

• The first sound in moon is /m/. Say it with me: /m/.

• What is the first sound in moon? (/m/)

Have children practice identifying initial sounds. Show 
the Pictures Cards for one-syllable words such as 
pen, day, man, sheep, night. Say each word and have 
children identify the initial sound. If children make a 
mistake, say the word again while emphasizing the 
initial sound or repeat the modeling above.

✺  AMPLIFY
Display a variety of Picture Cards. Say a word, 
such as sit, and have children identify a Picture 
Card that has the same initial sound. If children 
have difficulty, say the word and picture name, 
exaggerating the initial sound for children  
to hear.

 Phonics
Learn the Song
AZ Vocabulary Support the language in the song. 

March in place as you sing the song, and pantomime 
tapping a drum as you say “tapping on” and “tap, tap.”

Teach children the song. Play the song audio. Then 
demonstrate movements to the song and play it 
again, inviting children to sing and move with you.

Concepts of Print
Concept of Word, Word Boundaries
Explain to children that words are made up of groups 
of letters and that words are separated by spaces.  
Ask children to look at the song on  Worktext  
Page 2. Have them point to the title. Say: The first 
word in the title of the song is Pat. It is made up of a 
group of letters. How many letters are in the word? (3) 
There is a space after the word Pat. The space after a 
word shows where the word ends. 

Then have children point to the word and. Call on a 
child to point to the spaces before and after the word. 
Say: The spaces before the word and after the word 
show where a word begins and ends. Ask children to 
count the number of words in the title. (5) 

Repeat the procedure as necessary with other lines  
in the song.

Introduce Sound-Spellings  
a /a/, m /m/, p /p/, t /t/
Use Phonics Routine 1 and the Sound-Spelling 
Cards to introduce the target phonics skills and the 
Week 1 keyword motions.

• Show the picture side of the card m. Make the 
keyword motion for map as you say: map, /m/. 
Have children repeat the motion, keyword, and 
sound.

• Display the letter side of the card. Tap the letter 
and say the letter name: m. Have children repeat.

• Tap the letter again and show the keyword motion. 
Say: m, map, /m/. Have children repeat.

Repeat the procedure to introduce a /a/, p /p/, t /t/. 
When introducing a /a/, show only the first image on 
the back of the card.

✼  ENGLISH LEARNERS 
Language Transfer
Some English Learners may have difficulty 
perceiving or pronouncing the sounds /t/ or /p/. 
Review each sound, and have children repeat 
the sounds after you. Then have them say these 
words: at, map, mat, tap. Articulation Scripts are 
available in the front of the Teachers' Guide.

Letter Formation: Aa, Mm, Pp, Tt
Display Alphabet Cards Aa, Mm, Pp, Tt. Ask volunteers 
to name each letter. Then show the backs of the cards 
and trace each letter as you explain how to form it. 
Encourage children to write the letters in the air. Watch 
for children starting letters from the bottom. Offer 
corrective feedback as needed.

Assign  Worktext Page 3 to be completed at 
independent workstations. Provide access to the 
Handwriting Tutorials Online for children who need 
additional support.

Read VC and CVC Words 
Display the song “Pat and Matt Go Tapping” again. 
Track the print as you read the song. Pause to model 
how to blend sounds when reading the words Pat, 
Matt, and tap. Have children place the song in their 
notebooks.

Use the Word Building Cards to make and display 
these words: at, map. Tell children that all words 
need at least one vowel. Ask: What is the vowel in at 
and map? (a) What sound does a stand for? (/a/) Use 
Phonics Routine 3 to guide children in blending these 
words sound-by-sound: at, map, am, mat, tap.

✦  SCAFFOLD
Build words for children to read, changing only 
the initial sound. For example, at/mat/pat,  
map/tap.

MATERIALS
 • Picture Cards day, man, moon, night, pen, sheep

 • Worktext Pages 2–3

 • Worktext Audio Online

 • Sound-Spelling Cards a, m, p, t

 • Alphabet Cards Aa, Mm, Pp, Tt

 • Online Handwriting Tutorials

 • Word Building Cards

 • High-Frequency Word Cards an, and, as, at

 • BLM Practice Words

 • BLM 1.1–1.3 (one copy per child)

 • BLM Practice Letters

 Pat and Matt Go Tapping
(Sing to the tune of “The Ants Go Marching.”)

Pat and Matt go tapping on!
Tap, tap!
Tap, tap! 
Pat and Matt go tapping on!
Tap, tap!
Tap, tap! 
Pat and Matt go tapping on! 
They see Pam there, 
And she taps on!
And they all go tapping on!
Tap, tap!
Tap, tap!
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Week  1
DateName

WEEK 1

PHO23_L1_SE_w01_001-006.indd   2 8/19/21   9:20 AM

Worktext Page 2

a

PHO23_WB_cards_Vowels.indd   1 30/08/2021   17:13

t

PHO23_WB_cards_Consonants.indd   89 30/08/2021   17:13

m

PHO23_WB_cards_Consonants.indd   51 30/08/2021   17:13

a

PHO23_WB_cards_Vowels.indd   1 30/08/2021   17:13

p

PHO23_WB_cards_Consonants.indd   63 30/08/2021   17:13
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 Daily Writing
Display BLM 1.3 and read aloud the first section. Then 
model identifying errors and rewriting the sentences 
correctly. Dictate the following sentence and have 
children write it: Pam and Tam tap.

Use the Writing Routine to guide children to 
make corrections. Give children time to make each 
correction. Ask:
• Does the sentence begin with an uppercase letter?

• Does the sentence end with punctuation, such as 
a period?

• Did you write all the words in the sentence? (Repeat 
the sentence aloud as children count.)

Prompt children to check the spelling of the  
high-frequency word and. For example, ask: Is the 
word and spelled correctly? a, n, d, and.

Pam and Tam tap.

✦  SCAFFOLD
Review any words that children misspell. Use 
sound-by-sound dictation and have children 
use their BLM Practice Letters to build 
the words.

✷  ASSESS AND RETEACH

Assess
Use the Word Building Cards to build words for 
children to read: map, am, mat, tap, at.

Reteach
Cover the words. Then uncover one letter at a 
time, blending the sounds to say the word. Then 
have children blend and read the whole word.

High-Frequency Words
Introduce an, and, as, at 
Display the front of High-Frequency Word Cards 
an, and, as, at. Read the words aloud. Then ask: What 
do you notice about these words? How are they the 
same? (They all begin with the letter a.) Point to an, 
as, and at. Ask: How are these words the same? (They 
all begin with the letter a; they all have two letters.) 
How are they different? (They all end in a different 
letter.) Finally, point to an and and. Ask: How are 
these words the same? (They both have the letters a 
and n.) How are they different? (The word and has the 
letter d at the end.)

Point out the sound-spellings that children are 
learning. Say: The letter a stands for the sound /a/. 
Listen for /a/ in each word: an, and, as, and at. Have 
children repeat the words.

Read, Spell, Write, Extend
Teach each word using the High-Frequency Word 
Cards and High-Frequency Word Routine 1.
• Read the sentence on the card. Point to the word 

in boldface and read it aloud. Have children repeat 
the word.

• Spell the word aloud and have children repeat.

• Write the word, saying each letter aloud as you 
write it. Then have children write the word in the 
air as they say each letter aloud.

Extend learning by playing a matching game. Have 
children cut apart the BLM Practice Words on BLM 
1.1–1.2. Have partners combine their cards and place 
them facedown in rows. Then have them take turns 
turning over two cards, reading the words, and telling 
if the words are the same. If the words are the same, 
the child keeps the cards. Partners continue until all 
the cards have been matched.

✺  AMPLIFY
After playing the matching game, display all the 
words. Have partners take turns giving clues 
about each word, such as how many letters 
it has, what letter or sound it ends with, or its 
meaning. After children guess the word, have 
them use it in a sentence.

Open Words Sorts 
Have partners work together to sort the words into 
two or more categories of their choosing. For example, 
children may sort their words by ending sound or the 
number of tall letters in the word. 

Boston, Massachusetts

an
PHO23_HFW_cards.indd   29 30/08/2021   17:15

Boston, Massachusetts

as
PHO23_HFW_cards.indd   47 30/08/2021   17:15

Boston, Massachusetts

at
PHO23_HFW_cards.indd   51 30/08/2021   17:15

Boston, Massachusetts

and
PHO23_HFW_cards.indd   31 30/08/2021   17:15
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Spell Words with a, m, p, t
Use Spelling Routine 1 to have children write 
each word sound-by-sound. Circulate to make 
sure children are writing each word correctly.

High-Frequency Words
Review the high-frequency words an, and, as, at using 
High-Frequency Word Cards. Have children read the 
word, spell the word aloud, and then write the word in 
the air.

Extend learning by having children play “Build, Mix, 
Fix.” Display High-Frequency Word Card as. Have 
children build the word with their BLM Practice 
Letters. Then have them mix up the cards and 
spell the word again after you cover the displayed 
word. Children then check the word they made with 
the displayed word. Continue with the other high-
frequency words.

✺  AMPLIFY
Have partners identify the letter-sounds in 
each high-frequency word. Then have them 
discuss how the words are the same and how 
they are different. 

Read Connected Text: Pam and Tam
Give each child a copy of the connected text. Review 
that books have a front cover, back cover, and title 
page. Remind children that the title is the name of the 
book and that the title is on the front cover and title 
page. Have children point out the front cover, back 
cover, and title page of Pam and Tam. Then read aloud 
the title of the book. Use Reading Routine 1 to read 
Pam and Tam.

• Preview Children briefly 
preview each page. Discuss 
what is happening in the 
illustrations. Then point out the 
Words to Know on the inside of 
the back cover. Model sounding 
out the first two words. 

• Read Together Read each 
page twice. First, children 
whisper read the page. Then 
choral read as children track the print. 

 Daily Writing
Dictate this phrase and have children write it: Pam  
and Tam!

Repeat the phrase and have children check the 
number of words. Then have them use page 7 to check 
their spelling and word spacing. 

✷  ASSESS AND RETEACH

Assess
Hold up Picture Cards one at a time. Say the 
picture names, emphasizing the ending sound. 
Have children name the sound at the end of 
each word. 

Reteach
Say words that have a continuous sound at 
the end, such as tan, jam, bell. Exaggerate 
articulation and have children say the sounds 
with you. “Freeze” your mouth when you say the 
last sound. For example, say: We will say tan one 
sound at a time and freeze our mouths on the last 
sound: /t/ /a/ /nnn/. What is the last sound in tan? 
The last sound is /nnn/. Then repeat with words 
with a stop sound in the final position, such  
as tap, kit, rub, having children echo the last 
sound. For example, /t/ /a/ /p/ /p/ /p/.

Phonemic Awareness
Isolate Final Phonemes
Use Phonemic Awareness Routine 1. Tell children 
that you are going to name some animals. Then guide 
children to isolate the final sound in the word cat. Say:
• Say the animal name with me: cat.

• Listen as I say the word again: cat, /k/ /a/ /t/, cat. 

• The last sound in cat is /t/. Say it with me: /t/. What is 
the last sound in cat? (/t/)

Continue with the following animal names: goat, bat, 
lamb, hen, sheep.

✦  SCAFFOLD
Say several words that have the same final 
sound, for example, fan, ran, ten. Elongate the 
sounds in each word and have children listen for 
and identify the final sound in each one. 

Phonics
View the Phonics Videos
Play Phonics Videos “Aa,” “Mm,” “Pp,” and “Tt.” Invite 
children to write each letter in the air as they watch.

Review Sound-Spellings  
a /a/, m /m/, p /p/, t /t/
Use Phonics Routine 2  
and the Sound-Spelling 
Cards to review the 
phonics skills and 
keywords with motions. 
Remind children of the 
keyword map. Show the 
picture side of the card. 
Invite children to make 
the motion. Then show 
the letter side of the card 
again and model the steps.

• Tap the letter and say its name: m.

• Say the keyword and do the motion: map.

• Say the sound: /m/.

• Have children repeat: m, map, /m/.

Repeat the procedure to review keyword motions for 
a /a/, p /p/, t /t/.

Read Words with a, m, p, t
Use the Word Building Cards to build words for 
children to read using Phonics Routine 5.
• Display the word mat.

• Children tap out each sound: /m/ /a/ /t/.

• Then children slide their finger and say the  
word: mat.

Continue with these words: tap, pat, map, at, am.

Choral read the word lists on  Worktext Page 4.
Assign  Worktext Page 5 for completion at 
independent workstations.

✼  ENGLISH LEARNERS 
Language Transfer
Arabic speakers may have difficulty pronouncing 
the short a sound. Guide children to correctly 
articulate the sound /a/ focusing on the position 
of the lips and tongue. Articulation Scripts are 
available in the front of the Teachers' Guide.

an and as at

map mat pat tap

MATERIALS
 • Phonics Videos “Aa,” “Mm,” “Pp,” “Tt”

 • Sound-Spelling Cards a, m, p, t

 • Word Building Cards

 • Worktext Pages 4–5

 • Worktext Audio Online

 • High-Frequency Word Cards an, and, as, at

 • BLM Practice Letters

 • Decodable Reader Pam and Tam

 • Audio Sync Decodable Readers

 • Picture Cards

Decodable Reader

  Pam and       
    TamPam and Tam

Support students as they take their first steps 
towards literacy.

Vista Higher Learning’s Decodable Readers help students  

build essential early literacy skills to become successful 

readers. A wide range of engaging, beautifully illustrated 

readers, including pre-decodable and decodable readers, 

provide the building blocks for literacy.

PHO23_L1_DR_w01_Pam-Tam_CVR.indd   1 08/06/2021   11:00

Boston, Massachusetts

m
PHO23_SS_cards.indd   83 13/07/2021   22:33

© by Vista Higher Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.

map

PHO23_SS_cards.indd   84 13/07/2021   22:33

Boston, Massachusetts

t
PHO23_SS_cards.indd   99 13/07/2021   22:33

© by Vista Higher Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.

10
ten

PHO23_SS_cards.indd   100 13/07/2021   22:33
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Spell Words with a, m, p, t
Have children write the spelling words on a piece of 
paper. Have partners check each other’s list to make 
sure words are spelled correctly. Then have them 
discuss what is the same about each of the words and 
what is different. 

High-Frequency Words
Hold up the High-Frequency Word Cards one at a 
time. Invite children to read aloud and spell each of 
the words. Then have children use each of the words in 
a sentence. 

Choral Read 
Choral read the phrases at the bottom of  Worktext 
Page 4. Place the pages at workstations and have 
partners take turns echo reading the words and 
phrases.

Read Connected Text: 
Pam and Tam
Give each child a copy of the 
connected text. Call on children 
to identify the front cover, back 
cover, and title. Then use Reading 
Routine 3 to reread Pam and 
Tam. Have children take turns 
reading aloud a page as the 
group follows along.

✦  SCAFFOLD
Have children listen to and read along with the 
Audio Sync Decodable Reader before they 
read aloud with the group.

Confirm Comprehension
Ask literal questions to confirm comprehension:

• Who are Pam and Tam? (a girl and a cat)

• What do Pam and Tam do? (tap)

 Daily Writing
Write About Reading 
Invite children to write about Pam and Tam. Provide 
this sentence frame: Pam and Tam ____.

✷  ASSESS AND RETEACH

Assess
Display High-Frequency Word Cards an, and, 
as, at. Have children read the words aloud.

Reteach
Display the Word Building Cards for a, d, n, s, 
t. Build the word and and have children read 
the word. Then remove the letter d, and have 
children read the word an. Continue, changing 
the final letter and having children read the 
word. Then have children use their BLM Practice 
Letters to build each word.

Phonemic Awareness
Blend Phonemes
Use Phonemic Awareness Routine 2 and blank 
Word Building Cards to blend phonemes. Model how 
to blend the word pat. Say:
• I am going to say a word slowly. Listen: /p/ /a/ /t/.

• For each sound I say, I will put down a card. Listen 
and watch: /p/ /a/ /t /.

• Now tap your finger for each card and say the sounds 
with me: /p/ /a/ /t/.

• Now I will slide my finger under the cards as I blend 
the sounds to say the word: pat.

• I /p/ /a/ /t/ my cat. What do I do to my cat? (pat)

Repeat with these words, inviting children to put 
down BLM Sound Cards as you say the sounds in the 
words: tap, sat, pit, pot.

Phonics
Review Sound-Spellings  
a /a/, m /m/, p /p/, t /t/
Use Phonics Routine 2 and the Sound-Spelling 
Cards to review the phonics skills together. Display 
the card for m. Ask: What is the letter? (m) What 
is the keyword? (map) What sound does the letter 
stand for? (/m/)

Repeat for a, p, and t. 

Display the Sound-
Spelling Cards. Say a 
sound. Have children 
find the card and 
then state the letter 
and keyword. When 
displaying Sound-
Spelling Card a, show 
only the first image.

Read Words with a, m, p, t
Choral read the words at the top of  Worktext  
Page 4. Have children use their BLM Practice Letters 
to build the words and read them aloud.

Assign  Worktext Page 6 to be completed at 
independent workstations.

✺  AMPLIFY
Have partners take turns choosing a word and 
using it in a sentence. 

an and as at

map mat pat tap

MATERIALS
 • Word Building Cards

 • BLM Sound Cards

 • Sound-Spelling Cards a, m, p, t

 • Worktext Pages 4 and 6

 • Worktext Audio Online

 • High-Frequency Word Cards an, and, as, at

 • Decodable Reader Pam and Tam

 • Audio Sync Decodable Readers

 • BLM Practice Letters

 Fluency

Pat and Matt

Matt and Pat

Tap, tap, tap!

am Matt tap pat

map Pam mat am

pat tap map Tam

as an and at

and at as an

at as an and

WEEK 1
  
4

Week  1
DateName

WEEK 1

PHO23_L1_SE_w01_001-006.indd   4 8/19/21   9:20 AM

✦

✶

 Phonics
Say the name of each picture. Write a if the middle 
sound is the same as the middle sound in tap. 

c t d g

b tb g s n

v n h t p t

rat

WEEK 1
  
6

Week  1
DateName

PHO23_L1_SE_w01_001-006.indd   6 8/19/21   9:21 AM

Worktext Page 6

Decodable Reader

  Pam and       
    TamPam and Tam

Support students as they take their first steps 
towards literacy.

Vista Higher Learning’s Decodable Readers help students  

build essential early literacy skills to become successful 

readers. A wide range of engaging, beautifully illustrated 

readers, including pre-decodable and decodable readers, 

provide the building blocks for literacy.

PHO23_L1_DR_w01_Pam-Tam_CVR.indd   1 08/06/2021   11:00

Boston, Massachusetts

t
PHO23_SS_cards.indd   99 13/07/2021   22:33

© by Vista Higher Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.

10
ten

PHO23_SS_cards.indd   100 13/07/2021   22:33

Boston, Massachusetts

p
PHO23_SS_cards.indd   87 13/07/2021   22:33

© by Vista Higher Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.

pop

PHO23_SS_cards.indd   88 13/07/2021   22:33

Boston, Massachusetts

an
PHO23_HFW_cards.indd   29 30/08/2021   17:15

Boston, Massachusetts

as
PHO23_HFW_cards.indd   47 30/08/2021   17:15

Boston, Massachusetts

at
PHO23_HFW_cards.indd   51 30/08/2021   17:15

Boston, Massachusetts

and
PHO23_HFW_cards.indd   31 30/08/2021   17:15
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High-Frequency Words
Review the high-frequency words using the High-
Frequency Word Cards. Play “Pop!” Write the high-
frequency words on craft sticks. Write “pop!” on one of 
the sticks. Put the sticks in a jar. Have a child pull out 
the sticks, one at a time, and read each word. When 
the child pulls out “pop!”, he or she has to put all the 
sticks back in the jar. Continue until all children have a 
turn. 

✼  ENGLISH LEARNERS 
Language Transfer
Because the sound /a/ is not pronounced 
the same or does not exist in other 
languages, children may have difficulty 
pronouncing the sound. Demonstrate how to 
hold your mouth when saying the sound. Then 
have children repeat the sound several times 
with you. Articulation Scripts are available in  
the front of the Teachers' Guide.

Reread Connected Text: Pam and Tam
Have children reread Pam and 
Tam. Explain that the characters in 
a story are who the story is about. 
Ask children to name and describe 
the characters in Pam and Tam.

Then call on two children to play 
the parts of Pam and Tam. As 
children choral read Pam and Tam, 
have the two children act out 
the story. 

Extension
Have partners read aloud  Worktext Page 4 to one 
another for fluency practice.

 Daily Writing
Dictate the sentences and have children write them.

• Pam and Pat tap.

• Pam and Tam pat.

Use the Writing Routine to guide children to make 
corrections to each sentence. 

✺  AMPLIFY
Challenge children to write their own sentences 
with words that include a, m, p, t. Partners can 
check each other’s sentences for spelling. 

✷  ASSESS AND RETEACH

Assess
Have children use their BLM Practice Letters to 
build and read the following words: pat, tap, at. 

Reteach
If a child misspells a word, review each sound-
spelling. Then say the word aloud, segmenting 
each sound. Have children repeat each sound as 
they select the corresponding cards. 

Phonemic Awareness
Segment Phonemes
Use Phonemic Awareness Routine 3 and the blank 
Word Building Cards to segment phonemes. Have 
children use their BLM Sound Cards as you model 
how to segment the sounds in pack. Say:
• Listen as I say a word: pack. I will pack my suitcase. 

Say the word with me: pack.

• How many sounds are in the word pack? I’ll say the 
word slowly: /p/ /a/ /k/. Show children how to put 
down a blank card for each sound. 

• How many sounds are in the word pack? (3) 

• There are three sounds in the word pack. Tap the 
cards as you say: /p/ /a/ /k/. What are the sounds? 
(/p/ /a/ /k/)

Repeat with these words, having children place a card 
for each sound: pal, map, top, sit, chat. Use each word 
in a sentence to support meaning.

Phonics
Build and Read VC and CVC Words
Use Phonics Routine 7 and the World Building 
Cards to guide children to build and read words. Have 
children follow along and build the words with their 
BLM Practice Letters. Display the letters for the word 
tap. Tap the letters as you blend the word. Then have 
children manipulate their letter cards as you say:
• Change t to m. What word do you have? (map) 

• Change p to t. What is the word? (mat)

• Change m to p. What is the word? (pat)

• Take away the p. What word is it? (at)

• Change t to m. What is the word? (am)

Continue, having children build and read these words: 
tap, map, mat, at.

✦  SCAFFOLD
If children incorrectly read a word, guide them 
to correct the error by pointing to the letter and 
asking: What is this letter? What is the keyword 
for this letter? What sound does it stand for? For 
example, a child might answer a, apple, /a/.

MATERIALS
 • Word Building Cards

 • BLM Sound Cards

 • BLM Practice Letters

 • High-Frequency Word Cards an, and, as, at

 • Decodable Reader Pam and Tam

 • Audio Sync Decodable Readers

 • Worktext Page 4

 • Worktext Audio Online

 • craft sticks

t

PHO23_WB_cards_Consonants.indd   89 30/08/2021   17:13

a

PHO23_WB_cards_Vowels.indd   1 30/08/2021   17:13

m
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Decodable Reader

  Pam and       
    TamPam and Tam

Support students as they take their first steps 
towards literacy.

Vista Higher Learning’s Decodable Readers help students  

build essential early literacy skills to become successful 

readers. A wide range of engaging, beautifully illustrated 

readers, including pre-decodable and decodable readers, 

provide the building blocks for literacy.
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Phonemic Awareness
Review Isolate Final Phonemes
Use Phonemic Awareness Routine 1 to isolate final 
phonemes. Say a type of clothing and display or point 
to it. Guide children to isolate the final sound in the 
word. Model with the word hat. Say:
• I have a hat on my head. Listen: hat.

• Listen carefully as I say the word again: hat.

• The last sound in hat is /t/. Say it with me: /t/.

• What is the last sound in hat? (/t/)

Have children practice identifying the final sounds 
in these words: coat, sock, cap. Display or point to 
each type of clothing. Have children say the word and 
identify the final sound. If children make a mistake, say 
the word again and segment the sounds. Say: Listen 
carefully. The word is hat: /h/ /a/ /t/, hat. What is the 
last sound in /h/ /a/ /t/? (/t/)

Phonics
Review the Phonics Videos
Play Phonics Videos “Aa,” “Mm,” “Pp,” and “Tt.” Assign 
partners or small groups one of the letters and have 
them stand to act out their parts along with the video.

Word Sorts 
Have pairs of children use their BLM Practice Words 
to sort this week’s spelling words into two groups: 
words that begin with /a/ and words that do not begin 
with /a/. After partners have finished sorting their 
cards, call on individual children to read one card from 
each group.

Build and Read Words with a, m, p, t
Use the Word Building Cards to guide children to 
build and read words. Have children follow along 
and build the words with their BLM Practice Letters. 
Display the letters for the word mat. Tap the letters as 
you blend the word. Say the word in a sentence: I rest 
on the mat. Continue, having children build and read 
these words: tap, pat, map, at. Have children use each 
word in a sentence. 

✺  AMPLIFY
Have partners build tap and then find a 
word that rhymes with tap in the word list on 

 Worktext Page 4. Have them repeat with 
the words am and pat.

High-Frequency Words
Display the High-Frequency Word Cards. Call on 
children to choose a word, read it, spell it, and use it in 
a sentence. Continue until all children have had a turn.

Then have pairs of children choose one of the words 
to find in classroom displays and books. 

Reread Connected Texts
Distribute copies of the Decodable Reader to 
children. Have each child read a page. The group 
should follow along as each child reads.

✦  SCAFFOLD
If children have difficulty reading a word in the 
text, have them use their BLM Practice Letters 
to display the word. Help them name each 
letter and sound, and then have them blend the 
sounds to read the word. 

 Daily Writing
Have children write about Tam from the connected 
text Pam and Tam. Provide this sentence frame: Tam 
is a ____.

✷  ASSESS AND RETEACH

Assess
Display Picture Cards for one-syllable words. 
Say the name of each picture and have children 
identify the final sounds.

Reteach
Write the final sound in a word, such as n. Name 
the letter and say the sound. Have children write 
the letter in the air as they say the sound. Then 
say the names of the Picture Cards and have 
children raise their hands when you say a word 
that ends with /n/.

MATERIALS
 • Phonics Videos “Aa,” “Mm,” “Pp,” “Tt”

 • BLM Practice Words

 • Word Building Cards

 • BLM Practice Letters

 • Worktext Page 4

 • Worktext Audio Online

 • High-Frequency Word Cards an, and, as, at

 • Decodable Reader Pam and Tam

 • Audio Sync Decodable Readers

 • Picture Cards
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Discover Phonics for Foundational Literacy is a dynamic,  
fully interactive print and digital English language arts foundational 
skills program designed to build phonemic awareness and phonetic 
skills children need to become strong, lifelong readers. Engaging songs, 
manipulatives, decodable readers, media, and hands-on games and 
activities motivate and teach children as they embark on an adventure  
to discover (and master!) the amazing world of phonics.
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